In-Process Monitoring of Temperature Evolution during Fused Filament Fabrication: A Journey from Numerical to Experimental Approaches
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Abstract: Fused filament fabrication (FFF), an additive manufacturing technique, unlocks alternative possibilities for the production of complex geometries. In this process, the layer-by-layer deposition mechanism and several heat sources make it a thermally driven process. As heat transfer plays a particular role and determines the temperature history of the merging filaments, the in-process monitoring of the temperature profile guarantees the optimization purposes and thus the improvement of interlayer adhesion. In this review, we document the role of heat transfer in bond formation. In addition, efforts have been carried out to evaluate the correlation of FFF parameters and heat transfer and their effect on part quality. The main objective of this review paper is to provide a comprehensive study on the in-process monitoring of the filament’s temperature profile by presenting and contributing a comparison through the literature.
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1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a process of joining, layer-by-layer, a 3D object from 3D models developed in the 80s of the 20th century [1]. Due to the significant advances in the development of this process, such as the reduction in time/cost and the possibility of creating complex geometries, it has attracted a lot of attention in the last decades [2–4] through different applications (e.g., aerospace, automotive, biomedical, etc.) [5–8]. These characteristics, incorporated with AM technologies to fabricate complex geometries in the micrometer order, have made this technology an advanced industry [9].

To date, several techniques have been developed in AM. They are based on the 3D printing (layer-by-layer) mechanism or other techniques, such as stereolithography (SL), selective laser sintering (SLS), laminated object manufacturing (LOM), fused filament fabrication (FFF), etc. [10].

SLS is a powder-based process through which, by the laser scanning of a powder-bed, a 3D structure is formed layer-by-layer [11]. LOM, first developed in 1991, is where a laser cuts 2D cross-sections to laminate the sheets using metals, plastics, and paper [12]. SL, patented in 1986 by Charles Hill, is a 3D printing technique forming polymers layer-by-layer using a photochemical process by means of lights [13].

Regarding different methods that are widely used in AM, FFF has brought much attention due to its ability to provide functional prototypes in numerous polymers [14] and thermoplastics [15] (e.g., acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), polycarbonate (PC), polylactic acid (PLA), polyethylene terephthalate glycol (PETG), Nylon, etc.) and composite-based polymers [16,17]. FFF, also known as fused deposition modeling (patented in 1989 [18]),
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was developed and utilized for modeling and prototyping to produce complex geometrical, low cost, and easy operation parts. Despite the mentioned advantages of FFF, the quality of the final parts is still a missing point [19–21].

One of the most important features in FFF is that the bonding location is the point of failure. During the material deposition, a hot layer is deposited on/beside the previous layer(s) that are already under the cooling stage. This issue causes the cooling and re-heating of filaments, resulting in a small-time gap where the polymer–polymer interfaces are above the glass transition temperature ($T_g$ for amorphous materials) or crystallization temperature ($T_c$ for semi-crystalline materials). On the other hand, the adhesion of layers for the FFF parts is thermally driven. Their temperature history should be considered as a critical variable in characterizing the mechanical characteristics of the final parts [22–25].

Although (FFF)-3D printing has attracted significant attention in recent years, several review papers on the 3D printing of polymeric (or even composite) materials have focused on critical characteristics and challenges, such as the mechanical properties of fabricated parts, application of various materials, and the process design [13,26–29]. Based on the existence of review papers that consider the different aspects of the FFF, such as heat transfer [30], further review on the in-process monitoring of the temperature profile during FFF is still missing. This paper contributes to persuading readers of its noteworthy aspect of heat transfer and its remarkable impact on the bonding/strength of 3D-printed parts. Research studies that consider the heat transfer are discussed both experimentally and numerically. In addition, a comparison representing the advantages and limitations of each approach is also singled out.

The paper is organized as follows: Sections 2 and 3 explain the engagement of FFF parameters and, consequently, the role of heat transfer in the quality of the final parts. Section 4 presents the importance of the temperature profile investigation, as well as the in-process monitoring at the interface of the deposited layers. Finally, we conclude on the overall work.

2. FFF Parameters and Their Impact on Part Quality

An overview of the research expressed that a large number of studies have been carried out on RP/AM techniques (e.g., SLA, LOM, SLS). However, the possibility of improvement in FFF has not been suitably addressed. In general, it has been found that FFF acts as a slower process due to the existence of a layer-by-layer mechanism [31]. The construction of FFF parts is based on the mentioned mechanism in order to produce the desired geometry, such as cubes. However, for some complex geometry, it is not possible to achieve accurate dimensions. A work carried out by Chennakesava et al. [11] has shown the part orientation to be considered as the main parameter on the dimensional accuracy of the 3D-printed parts. They have concluded that the lower the degree of orientations, the higher the accuracy, and thus the lower the angle for layer deposition. Several studies have focused on improving the dimensional accuracy of 3D-printed parts [32–34]. However, in order to increase the application of the FFF process, the strength and mechanical performances of the final parts need to be focused on. In addition, the impact of temperature change on surface roughness has been taken into account [35,36]. It was found that, by increasing the temperature, there was a decrease in surface roughness.

The mechanical behavior of FFF parts is usually lower than the parts fabricated by traditional manufacturing processes. Although the main drawback is due to the principle involved in the production stage, the wrong choice of the process parameters was found to be more essential. As stated by Chennakesava et al. [11], the selection of process parameters acts as an important action in part fabrication. As the role of FFF parameters determines the build cost and time, developers and designers must understand the influence of process parameters to improve the quality of the final components [37].

Furthermore, as each material acts regarding its characteristic, it is necessary to provide an interaction of parameters, as well as the material characteristic. In what follows, a review
of the literature has been performed to realize the studies that have been carried out in this direction.

As an important indicator, they proposed to take into account the mechanical performance of the fabricated parts during the AM/RP manufacturing process. More precisely, in FFF machines, the process parameters have a considerable impact on the mechanical performance of the final part during the manufacturing process. An unsuitable choice of the process parameters could be the main reason for their poor mechanical characteristics. Controlling and optimizing the process parameters on the part quality, which is the strength of the FFF parts, could be improved, and, thus, it is essential to understand their importance [37].

Górski et al. [38] explored the influence of part orientation by implementing bending and tensile tests on the parts that have been produced in distinct orientations. It changed the strength of the ABS specimens. Their results indicated that this parameter has a substantial effect on their tensile and bending behavior. In another work, Lee et al. [39] investigated the impact of build orientation on the compressive behavior of fabricated parts, and found a higher compressive strength for the transversely printed specimens in comparison with that of axial specimens. In another similar work, the effect of this parameter was explored by taking into consideration the flexural and tensile strength of ABS specimens [40]. It was found that the axial layer deposition has higher inter-layer bonding. Smith et al. [41] investigated the influence of the build orientation on the mechanical behavior of 3D-printed polycarbonate, and concluded that the ultimate strength of the materials is highly affected by the variation of this parameter. In another work, Schöppner et al. [42] studied the influence of build direction, and its impact on the mechanical properties of 3D-printed polyetherimide (PEI) parts. Using the compressive test, a higher modulus was obtained for the samples fabricated in the horizontal direction.

Another parameter that has an impact on the mechanical behavior and quality of the final parts is layer thickness. Several works have noted the influence of this parameter on the mechanical properties of the 3D-printed parts. Ahn et al. [31] evaluated the effect of the layer thickness of ABS, and found that there is no significant change in the mechanical properties of the fabricated parts, whereas another work on PLA showed that the increase in layer thickness results in a higher strength of the 3D-printed parts. Approximately, in research on PLA and ABS, attempts have been made to consider the effect of layer thickness by investigating the variation of mechanical properties. However, researchers have widely focused on other thermoplastic polymers, such as PEEK. El Magri et al. [43] investigated the influence of layer thickness on the mechanical and thermal properties of 3D-printed PEEK, in both as-produced and annealed parts. They found that the layer thickness has a considerable impact; however, without any specific order. Another interesting work by Wang et al. [44] compared the effect of layer thickness as a function of the liquefier diameter. They stated that the lower layer thickness (\(d = 0.1\) mm) can strengthen the bonding between layers.

The layer angle between deposited filaments also acts as an essential parameter in determining the mechanical properties of the printed parts. Several works studied how the layer angle affects the mechanical properties of the fabricated parts [45–48]. They have all reported that the mechanical characteristics changed according to the variation of this parameter.

Although the concentration of the explained studies is mostly on the individual involvement of FFF parameters, limited works have focused on the interaction between them. Masood et al. [49] analyzed the influence of the air gap, raster width, and raster angle on the tensile behavior of 3D-printed polycarbonate. In another similar work, Motaparti et al. [50] analyzed the influence of the air gap and raster angle on the compressive behavior of an ULTEM 9085 specimen. They found that the interaction of the raster angle and build direction affected its compressive strength.

More broadly, Khan et al. [51] used Taguchi analysis to discover the ideal collection of process parameters, such as the layer thickness and air gap, that affect the elastic
performance of ABS prototypes. The influence of the raster angle on the resulting residual stress has also been studied [52]. They found that a raster angle of ±30 had the higher residual stress.

Process parameters also impact the build time and cost of the 3D-printed parts. Rathee et al. [53] studied the influence of spatial orientation on the time required for fabrication purposes. They used response surface methodology (RSM) to propose the experimental procedures. Orientations had a significant effect on the build time, as reported by authors. In summary, a detailed investigation of several studies shows the following limitations:

- An overview performed on the influence of process parameters through the part quality fabricated by the FFF process appears to have conflict in their obtained results. For example, a study in 2002 concluded that the layer thickness has a less significant influence on the tensile strength. After 3 years, other researchers found that the tensile strength of an FFF part first decreased and then increased as the layer thickness increased. A few years later, in 2010, another research proposed that the layer thickness has a low impact on the tensile strength. These consequences call for a comprehensive investigation through the FFF parameters;
- FFF parameters not only affect the part quality but also greatly influence the build time involved. However, studies on the influence of process parameters on the build time were found to be in the development stage;
- Almost all research has focused on investigating one material at a time, or even one parameter. In contrast, there are a number of parameters in reality that play an essential role during production. Furthermore, based on the various research in literature, investigating the simultaneous effect of important parameters is required in order to better understand the FFF parameters;
- A thorough investigation of the combined effect of FFF parameters is required, which helps in further understanding the influence of each parameter with their interaction on the bond quality. This point of view helps to optimize the FFF process in order to reach the final goal, which is the improvement of bond quality.

As discussed, the quality of a final object fabricated by the FFF process mainly relies on applied parameters. The main issues and areas of concern of any FFF user concerning the quality are the build time and build cost. There are much lower mechanical properties of parts fabricated by FFF, compared to traditional manufacturing processes, where several parameters affect the final parts. It is important to consider the main parameters and their impact on the final part in order to improve the part quality.

3. Role of Heat Transfer in FFF

In the FFF process, a thermoplastic polymer is fed into a liquefier that extrudes a filament while moving in successive X-Y planes along the Z direction to fabricate a 3D part in a layer-by-layer process. Consequently, as the deposition progresses, the hot filament is deposited onto the previously deposited filaments, and are consequently in the process of cooling. This causes their re-heating, defining a time when the interfaces of contacting filaments are above the glass transition temperature (Tg) in the case of amorphous materials or the crystallization temperature (Tc) for semi-crystalline materials, which is necessary for proper bonding to take place. Therefore, each filament should be sufficiently hot during deposition, but not too hot, to avert deformation due to the gravity and the weight of the filaments deposited in subsequent layers. This issue could be illustrated schematically, as shown in Figure 1. There are several heat transfer mechanisms during FFF, as shown below [54,55]:

1. Heat induced by the liquefier;
2. Convective cooling of the filaments with the air: the effect of heat transfer coefficient \( h_{\text{conv}} \) is inevitable [54];
3. Heat exchanges between the adjacent filaments: the conductance and deposition sequences control the interaction intensity;
(4) Heat brought by the support plate: this is defined as the conduction controlled by the thermal contact conductance and contact area;
(5) Radiative losses: This consists of radiation between the filament and surroundings and radiation between adjacent filaments;
(6) Heat source from the exothermal crystallization for semi-crystalline polymers.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of all possible heat transfer mechanisms in FFF (reprinted with permission from [56]).

Several types of research were performed on the thermal history prediction of filaments while deposited. Bellehumeur et al. [55] proposed the lumped capacity model by assuming a uniform temperature profile of the filament’s cross-section. Their 2D analysis was simplified to a 1D transient heat transfer model for the cooling process of deposited layers. Despite the simplification proposed in this approach, the simulation does not contribute to the complex geometries. Considering the contacts between filaments, Costa et al. [57] suggested an analytical solution for the transient heat transfer during the deposition of filaments. Although they have neglected the axial and radial heat conductions, they have recently distinguished the contribution of various thermal phenomena engaged in the process [58]. The main disadvantage of their approaches is the limitation of experimental validations and the distance between the obtained results and reality. Thomas and Rodriguez [59] have also presented a 2D thermal model in a specific deposition shape. In this work, the conduction and any contact resistance of the filaments have been neglected. Moreover, Yardimici et al. [60,61] proposed a 1D thermal model in their works by taking into account the thermal interaction with the environment and between the deposited filaments. Zhang et al. [62] developed a FEM, applying element activation, to simulate thermomechanical characterization in FFF. A 3D transient thermal FEM developed by Ji et al. [63] considers the thermal conduction and heat capacity. The weakness of all analytic approaches is that simplified closed-form solutions are limited to simple geometry and cannot be applied to realistic parts and manufacturing processes.

After a decade, and by the expiration of the Stratasys FDM™ [64] in 2010, many works on 3D printing have progressively been raised. The main reason relies on the emersion of open-source 3D printers and, thus, the possibility of working on different aspects of optimization purposes. Peng et al. [65] used a temperature sensor to study the temperature variation during the extrusion process. They found that, by raising the print speed, there is a deviation from the isothermal flow. Considering the experimental validation that they implemented for their approach, the extrusion process during the filament deposition acts as a non-isothermal process. Therefore, temperature variation plays an important role and should be controlled for optimization purposes.

Similarly, another work considered an experimental set-up to investigate the relationship between the input filament speed and feeding force at different liquefier temperatures [66]. They found that the liquefier temperature acts as a limitation criterion. In addition, Vaes et al. [67] applied an IR sensor to investigate the temperature variation par-
allel to the filament deposition. Cattenone et al. [68] predicted the distortion of 3D-printed parts using a finite element analysis. By implementing an experimental validation to the obtained results, the authors show that the mechanical properties of 3D-printed parts are highly affected by the local temperature distribution.

In addition, Seppala and Migler [69] used an IR camera to study the temperature distribution around the active printing area. In another similar work, D’Amico and Peterson [70] applied a finite element analysis to simulate the heat transfer during the FFF process. In both works, using an IR camera, they contributed a temperature profile of the external surface of the printed objects. Thus, the simulations were validated based on the mentioned results.

More recently, Costa et al. developed a heat transfer model that included the transient heat conduction between the filament and/or the built platform [57,71]. They found that the temperature profile of filaments is highly affected by the physical contact between the filaments. Accordingly, they considered the involved parameters during their experimental validation. However, the results obtained by implementing an IR camera show that the contacts between filaments play a crucial role and should be considered in heat transfer investigations.

In the section that follows, a discussion on the influence of the most critical process parameters, including the liquefier temperature, platform temperature, and print speed, is presented in Section 3.1. Then, Section 3.2 summarizes the literature review’s summary through the importance of heat transfer and its impact on rheological characteristics.

3.1. Influence of Process Parameters on Cooling Stage and Quality Part

The design for FFF demands excellent attention, as it is necessary to predict the various characteristics of the final product well, e.g., the mechanical properties. Hence, the influence of process parameters on the mechanical characteristics and, consequently, the bonding between deposited layers, should be considered. FFF parameters can be mainly categorized into three different groups: material, process, and machine.

Due to the nature of FFF, all 3D printing machines comprise various parameters. The temperature of the liquefier and chamber, path width, print speed, layer thickness, air pocket, and frame angle could be considered in the characterizations of fabricated parts. Almost all of them affect the filament bonding of the 3D-printed parts. However, researchers have tried to focus on some key parameters in order to obtain their combination and optimize the quality of the final parts. Various research considered the influence of the material, process, or machine parameters on the bonding and its quality in FFF. Although the effect of the build orientation and frame angle on the mechanical properties of 3D-printed parts have consequently been studied, the raster angle was found to have an impact by the consideration of infill patterns [45,72].

Accordingly, the following parameters impact the part quality and mechanical strength of the final parts: the liquefier temperature, platform temperature, ambient temperature, print speed, layer thickness, and part orientation. The interaction of the mentioned parameters plays a vital role in determining the mechanical properties of the printed parts. In what follows, a brief explanation of the influence of the mentioned parameters on the mechanical behavior of the printed parts has been taken into consideration.

3.1.1. Liquefier Temperature

The liquefier temperature can have a positive influence on the part quality and its strength. The inter-diffusion between the new layer and the existing layers occurs before the extruded filament cools down below its glass transition temperature, in the case of amorphous material, or crystallization temperature, in the case of crystalline material. The longer the material stays at a higher temperature than its glass transition level, the greater the bond becomes. This is why the mechanical performance of materials such as PLA parts could be greater than that of ABS [73]. The study performed by Coogan et al. [74] illustrated that the increase in the liquefier temperature yields stronger adhesion between
the filaments. Similarly, in the work of Jatti et al. [75], it has been shown that a high liquefier temperature has a positive effect on the adhesion and mechanical performance of the parts. In another study, the influence of the liquefier temperature has been experimentally studied using ABS reinforced with carbon fiber. The fracture surface analysis showed that, by increasing the liquefier temperature, the parts become stronger, until a specific value of the temperature ($T = 220 \degree C$). A further rise in temperature increased the fluidity of molten plastic. The filaments lose their viscosity, and a void was constantly produced, reducing the part’s mechanical properties. These observations were then confirmed by another work that considered the effect of the liquefier temperature on the PLA-PHA [76]. Their results showed that, with an increase in temperature up to $T_{\text{Liq}} = 240 \degree C$, the tensile strength increased. However, as the temperature increased to $T_{\text{Liq}} = 250 \degree C$, the mechanical properties began to decrease.

A work carried out by Jiang et al. [77] on the construction of PEI parts illustrates the influence of a high liquefier temperature on the mobility of the macromolecular chains of the extruded filaments. They found that a value of the liquefier temperature $T_{\text{Liq}} = 370 \degree C$ contributes to the highest tensile strength and Young’s modulus. The liquefier temperature affects the flowability of the extruded filament and the inter-layer bonding strength of adjacent layers. Yang et al. [78] investigated the influence of this parameter on the mechanical properties and the crystallinity of PEEK. A period of $360 < T_L < 380 \degree C$ demonstrates a 3% variation in its crystallinity. However, a further increase in the liquefier temperature indicates around a 21% increase in the crystallinity. At this point, the increase in mechanical properties and Young’s modulus was observed, which was the same as those observed by Jing et al. [77] on PEI. These findings could be distinguished by the energy supplied to the material due to the enhancement of the liquefier temperature providing better crystallization during the deposition of the material. Considering both PEEK and PEI, Ding et al. [79] evaluated the influence of the liquefier temperature on mechanical properties and microstructural behavior. They found that the increase in temperature gradually improves the flexural strength. Regardless of the mechanical improvement in each material, they concluded that an optimized value for the liquefier temperature should be obtained. Furthermore, by paying attention to the fabrication of composite materials, Berretta et al. [80] investigated the effect of the liquefier temperature on the surface quality of the PEEK reinforced with carbon nanotubes (CNTs). By choosing some values of $T_L$, different morphologies were obtained, but no significant variations were observed. Using a fine liquefier diameter, Monzon et al. [81] considered an experimental approach and an analytical model to analyze the temperature variation along the liquefier. They found that both the liquefier and platform temperatures play an important role in 3D printing.

3.1.2. Platform Temperature

The impact of the platform temperature has also been reported in several studies. Xiaoyong et al. [82] investigated the mechanical properties of the 3D-printed parts and discovered that they are affected by the platform and the variation of its temperature. They noted that the interpretation of its temperature causes an increase in the tensile strength of the 3D-printed parts. In contrast, Ahn et al. [31] mentioned that the platform temperature does not affect the mechanical properties of the 3D-printed parts. This statement was then confirmed by another work [83]. Consequently, Sun et al. [84] stated that the filament bonding and, therefore, the mechanical behavior of the material is affected by the variation of the platform temperature.

3.1.3. Print Speed

Several studies have investigated the effect of print speed. Christiyan et al. [85] considered experimentally the effect of print speed on the mechanical behavior of an ABS composite. They found that the increase in print speed decreases the tensile and flexural behavior of the materials. Another work showed that print speed plays an important role in controlling material solidification [86]. The higher the print speed, the lower the
cooling rate, and, thus, the greater the bonding at the interface of deposited filaments. Geng et al. [87] have also considered the effect of print speed through the microstructure of PEEK filaments. They found that the printed parts’ surface morphology and dimensional stability were improved by controlling the print speed (Figure 2).

Despite the mentioned works, another research demonstrated that increasing the print speed decreases PEEK’s mechanical strength, which is related to the crystallinity of the material. As the fracture surface of the PEEK tensile samples is observed in Figure 3, the samples printed at higher print speed comprise a large amount of voids [44].

Figure 2. Cross section of PEEK samples at different printing speeds. (a–c) PEEK samples printed considering of extrusion control algorithm and (d–f) PEEK samples printed disregarding the swelling of molten polymer die (reprinted with permission from [87]).

Figure 3. SEM micrographs of tensile fracture surfaces of PEEK samples printed under different speeds (a) at 17 mm/s and (b) at 26 mm/s (reprinted with permission from [44]).
A review of the literature indicates that numerous studies have been performed to develop this process from the beginning of the application of the FFF process. Proposing various analytical models, a better description of the rheological characteristics, such as the material flow and mechanical strength, allowed for researchers to gain a better point of view of the challenges. Seemingly, the availability of released open-source software and hardware after the Stratasys FFF patent expired shows the development of the research. Besides the mentioned explanations, there are still many challenges in the consideration of the role of optimization by taking into account the rheological characteristics in the matter of process optimizations. This approach, along with the in-process monitoring of various parameters, will help in reaching the final goal, which is the production of optimum-quality final parts. Considering the above-mentioned explanations, the following statements as prerequisites for optimization purposes could be highlighted:

- The interaction of parameters and their influences on the temperature evolution of filaments must be included;
- The temperature profile of filaments is an important matter and influences the bonding;
- The temperature dependence viscosity must be included.

3.2. Influence of Heat Transfer on Rheological Characteristics

In FFF/FDM, based on heating the material during printing, the selection of the liquefier temperature is an important issue. The point is to prevent overheating or even a low flowability of material during deposition. Therefore, the realization of the rheological characteristics is a determinant. Certifying optimum material feeding, the printed material shows a sufficient increase in its viscosity while extruding in order to avert an instability of the geometry of the 3D-printed final parts.

Consequently, this is the reason why thermoplastic polymers are being used with an outstanding viscoelastic behavior when encountered with a cyclic temperature profile during 3D printing [88]. Rheological characteristics, such as the viscosity, should be taken into consideration for shear-thinning descriptions. Besides, there are two main parameters, the storage modulus and loss modulus, that determine the viscoelastic behavior of the material. The appropriate relative balance between these two essential factors specifies the solidity or liquidity of the material during the process. Despite the fact that the viscosity decreases drastically while melted and the material is subjected to a high shear rate (depending on the liquefier diameter), an even greater decrease in the material viscosity is afforded [89]. Accordingly, a variety of research in consideration of the viscoelastic effects in FFF have highlighted this issue. Considering the shear-thinning behavior, Comminal et al. [90] indicated that it reduces the extrudate swell in a simple extrusion. Similarly, Xia et al. [91] argued that the size of the head increases with the inclusion of viscoelastic behavior, resulting in a larger layer thickness. In another work, a two-phase simulation was carried out assuming a viscous non-Newtonian behavior of a melt [92]. The liquefier geometry and its effect on the viscoelasticity and solidification of the deposited layers have been taken into account by 2D CFD simulation [93].

Conversely, after an extrusion of the material, the sudden drop in temperature results in a massive increase in the material viscosity [94]. These variations and transformations play an essential role during the FFF process. Given the above-mentioned explanations and the statements described in the previous section, controlling the viscosity variation further with the temperature profile between the deposited and previously deposited layer is an important issue necessary in order to give sufficient time for proper diffusion and bonding. These are key factors needed to retain the temperature in a specified zone based on the type of material [69]. They thus imitate the material diffusion and welding process between two adjacent layers and are categorized as a thermally driven phenomenon named ‘coalescence’.

Coalescence is a phenomenon by which several individual bodies merge to form an integrated mass [95, 96]. Various mechanisms, such as capillary-induced flow, mass diffusion, or crystallization, could occur in order to facilitate it. According to literature, a
large curvature could be created on the surface of two bodies when they become in contact (see Figure 4). Hence, the flowability of the bodies is crucial, which helps the surface tension force to implement a flow through the particles (or filaments/cylinders, in the case of the FFF process) [97]. Then, it gradually grows with the completion of the mentioned integration; however, it could be limited by external forces. Coalescence, at its early stage (particle–particle attachment), is considered as a micro-scale approach, which is then applicable in macro-scale for bulk materials. The most important criterion in this approach is the bridge growth kinetic, which is also referred to as neck-growth [98]. Firstly, mathematical modeling was implemented by Frenkel [99] to investigate the dynamic formation of the neck-growth of two spheres under a viscous flow mechanism. Although the model considered the constant radius for the spheres, it was not true, as the mass conservation law was not satisfied. Regarding the usefulness of the model, Eshelby modified the model by considering the variable radius of spheres, and presented it as the Frenkel–Eshelby relation. The modified Frenkel’s model was limited to the early stage of the neck-growth based on the fact that a small amount for the $\theta$ angle was assured in this approach.

Figure 4. Coalescence of two particles at the moment of contact and after bridge formation (neck-growth).

Enlarging the range of neck-growth validity, Pokluda et al. [100] modified the Frankel–Eshelby relation. It was then validated experimentally by the work of Bellehumeur et al. [101]. These models have all considered the Newtonian flow and isothermal condition in the coalescence phenomenon (even for the model proposed by Hopper [102], which considered the coalescence of two cylinders) so far. There is still a lack of studies that have evaluated the non-isothermal conditions using experimental and numerical approaches. Tarafdar and Bergman [103] tried to investigate the influence of the temperature on particle coalescence by combining the heat conduction equation and Pokluda model. They assumed that the densification and porosity of the sintered material are strongly affected by the temperature. Seemingly, the influence of the temperature was found to be an adequate criterion under non-isothermal conditions. In almost all approaches, the viscosity was assumed to be constant for both isothermal and non-isothermal conditions. Wadsworth et al. [104] have recently applied a constant heating rate to assume the viscosity temperature dependence criteria.

With reference to the above-mentioned explanations, one of the main problems that have an impact on the bonding and mechanical strength of parts manufactured by FFF is the coalescence of filaments (simple word: coalescence of cylinders), which itself is influenced by several factors. The prediction and measurement of neck-growth help in optimizing the process variables in order to reach the main goal, which is the improved quality of the final parts. Sun et al. [84] introduced the adhesion and bonding quality in the FFF process as the succession of the following steps: intimate contact, coalescence, and healing with a random distribution of polymer chains.

Furthermore, the neck-growth was predicted from various points of view. Bhalodi et al. [105] tried to investigate the effect of temperature and time on neck-growth
by considering the heat transfer of filaments. Although they concluded that there is a good agreement between experimental and theoretical results, there is still a missing point in considering the temperature evolution and temperature-dependent viscosity. Another work was also concentrated on the effect of heating and cooling on the viscous sintering of cylinders during the FFF process. Although they predicted the sintering time and the neck-growth, there is still a missing point regarding the consideration of the cyclic evolution of temperature in the FFF process [106].

Regardless of the study on the influence of parameters on neck-growth or the neck-growth prediction by viscoelastic models, there is still a lack of practical knowledge toward the consideration of the temperature-dependent viscosity and its influence on the coalescence of two adjacent filaments. To eliminate the mentioned missing spot, a thermo-mechanical approach is an essential manner by applying the results of the temperature evolution of filaments at their interface.

4. Temperature Evolution of Filaments in FFF

As mentioned, FFF is a complex and non-isothermal process. The platform and liquefier temperatures, further with the print speed, affect the melt rheology, and, consequently, the mechanical strength of the printed parts. Therefore, the temperature evolution of deposited layers plays an important role through the mentioned issues discussed in previous sections. Accordingly, from the very beginning of the application of FFF, numerous studies have been performed for heat transfer investigations and the temperature evolution of filaments during deposition. Proposing various analytical models, further with experimental efforts, gave a more detailed description of the thermal characteristics, which allowed researchers to obtain a better point-of-view through the challenges.

Seemingly, the availability of released open-source software and hardware after the expiration of the Stratasys FDM patent shows these developments. Besides, experimental measurements of the filament temperature during deposition have been realized using various techniques, such as employing infrared cameras or thermocouples. Although each of these techniques has its features, they have some limitations in the location. For instance, implementing thermocouples leads to single points of measurements (a local approach), whereas using infrared cameras results in surface measurements (a global approach). Due to the importance of these approaches, their advantages and limitations will be discussed in this section.

As summarized in Table 1, a description of the thermal model from the early beginning is considered. Yardimci and Guceri [60] predicted the temperature variation through a road of a ceramic-filled thermoplastic in 1996. They predicted the bond formation; however, a lack of experimental validations was a missing point. A year later, Yardimci et al. [61] simulated the temperature profile of filaments using a finite element method (FEM). They found that the absence of deposited layers progressively decreases the cooling rate. By the beginning of the 21st century, Thomas and Rodriguez [59] developed a thermal model as a basis of the interlayer fracture strength, and they predicted the inter-layer fracture toughness. In another work, Zhang and Chou [62] developed a FEM model considering the full contact between deposited layers, further with convection and conduction. They found that the cyclic cooling and re-heating of successive layers enhances the residual stress at the bonding location of deposited layers. Costa et al. [58] show the significance of convection, conduction, and radiation by simulating the heat transfer using FEM. Although their results are considerable, the lack of experimental validation is a missing spot in their work.
Table 1. Summary of the most attractive heat transfer modeling in FFF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modeling Approach</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finite volume method</td>
<td>- Spatial and temporal discretization</td>
<td>- The higher the $h_{conv}$, the greater the bonding</td>
<td>[60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Conduction and natural convection</td>
<td>- Less bonding near edges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Continuously moving boundary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finite element method</td>
<td>- Applicable for both metallic or polymeric parts</td>
<td>- Sequence of layer is an important issue</td>
<td>[61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Heat transfer affected by advection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical heat transfer modeling</td>
<td>- Single road width geometry</td>
<td>- Road cross-section area is an indicator in cooling process</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Rectangular road cross-section area</td>
<td>- The higher the $h_{conv}$, the higher the difference between center and edge temperature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Neglection of heat transfer along road length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finite element method using ANSYS</td>
<td>- Including both convection and conduction</td>
<td>- Cyclic cooling re-heating temperature profile</td>
<td>[62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Residual stress and dimensional accuracy affected by temperature</td>
<td>- Residual stress affected by this temperature profile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Dimensional accuracy affected by temperature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finite element method using ABAQUS</td>
<td>- Including convection, conduction, and radiation</td>
<td>- Possibility of neglecting the axial conduction</td>
<td>[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Optimization using different value for thermal conductivity</td>
<td>- Neglection of radiation from a specific amount of $h_{conv}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finite difference method</td>
<td>- 3D transient heat transfer model for temperature profile vs. space and time</td>
<td>- Re-heating of filaments is universal</td>
<td>[107]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit finite difference method</td>
<td>- Consideration of conduction and convection</td>
<td>- Process parameters play an important role in temperature evolution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Linear time complexity</td>
<td>[108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Real-time performance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following descriptions of different heat transfer categories and their characterization are organized as follows: Section 4.1 presents the in-process monitoring of the temperature profile in FFF by summarizing both numerical and experimental approaches. Section 4.2 summarizes the advantages and limitations of the presented techniques. Particular attention has been taken into account to focus on the published and developed works during the last five years (2016–2021).

4.1. In-Process Monitoring of Temperature Profile

The objective of the undertaken work is to investigate the in-process monitoring of temperature profiles during deposition. In almost all of the presented works by researchers, combined experimental and numerical simulations were carried out to better realize the temperature evolution of filaments. Up to now, many techniques have been developed to investigate and characterize the temperature evolution during FFF [109]. In order to further understand the characteristics of the recorded temperature profiles, we have divided them into two separate classifications: the global temperature recording on the external surface of deposited layers and the local temperature recording at the interfaces of adjacent layers. In addition, efforts have been taken into account to include experimental/numerical and experimental works in both classifications.

4.1.1. Global Temperature Recording on the External Surface of Deposited Layers

IR cameras are one of the most important and commonly used techniques for monitoring the temperature variation on the external surface of deposited layers [110]. Seppala and Migler [69] utilized infrared thermography to measure filaments’ spatial and temporal temperature profile under several printing conditions. They focused on the
weld zone of the active printing region using an in-process recording of temperature using an IR camera. Their results contributed to the estimation of the sublayer heating that is in the melting zone when printing. A year later, they expanded their work by considering the weld formation during material extrusion in FFF by developing an experimental framework consisting of thermal, rheological, and fracture mechanics characterizations [111]. As shown in Figure 5, they measured the temperature profile of the weld zone at different values of the liquefier temperature and print speed. Then, they applied the obtained results for further objectives. A steady increase in the weld strength was observed by increasing the weld time; however, they argued that further investigations are necessary for these statements.

Compton et al. [112] investigated large-scale thermoplastic polymer composites’ temperature evolution using experimental and numerical approaches. The set-up of their experimental work and schematic representation of the 1D thermal model they applied are shown in Figure 6. In fact, the temperature profile of the deposited layers was recorded using thermal imaging, and the results were then applied to a 1D finite difference heat transfer model.

The accompanying graphs in Figure 7 show the temperature evolution of different layers of the designed vertical wall. The following observations were found from both experimentally recorded temperature profiles and the data collected from the developed model:

- The lower the distance from the platform, the lower the cooling rate;
- The difference between the onset of the peaks from the obtained results by the IR camera and the developed code shows the limitation of the infrared thermography.

They finally concluded that the temperature of the top layer just before the deposition of a new layer could be considered as an indicator for the degree of warping and cracking.
Figure 6. Representation of the BAAM system, experimental set-up, thermal image, and 1D thermal model schematic (reprinted with permission from [112]).

Figure 7. Temperature profile obtained from both experimental and numerical approaches for different layers (reprinted with permission from [112]).
Apart from the in-process monitoring of the temperature profile through the deposited layers, Prajapati et al. [113] implemented the in-process monitoring of the filament temperature distribution in the stand-off gap between the liquefier and platform (Figure 8). Their model was based on balancing thermal advection and convective/radiative heat loss, including multiple process parameters. They found that the experimental data are in good agreement with the predicted temperature profile.

![Figure 8. Experimental set-up showing the IR camera and schematic representation of the stand-off region for thermal modeling (reprinted with permission from [113]).](image)

Rudolph et al. [114] developed a code using the custom python™ program for tool path generation. They also employed infrared thermography on a single wall structure to analyze the cooling and re-heating effect during layer deposition. Using ANSYS® and applying the element death and birth effect, they argued that radiation should be considered as the presence of voids affecting the cooling (or re-heating) rate during deposition.

El Moment et al. [115] studied the temperature and residual stress field by developing a 3D thermo-mechanical model. It includes the temperature-dependent physical properties of the material, such as its density, thermal expansion coefficient, thermal conductivity, yield stress, and Young’s modulus. The quicker the temperature variation, the higher the concentration of the stress, and, thus, the residual thermal stress can cause an offset to the failure envelope.

The experimental and numerical in-process monitoring of temperature profiles during FFF has been developed by several types of research, and is still considered as one of the attractive topics in FFF. Using an infrared-based set-up, Ferraris et al. [116] recorded a vertical wall’s spatial and temporal variations (Figure 9). Although they validated their experimental results with a finite difference method (FDM), the same conclusion was adapted, as discussed in the work of Compton et al. [112]. For example, there is a significant difference through the onset of the peaks between the numerical and experimental results.
Kuznetsov et al. [117] studied the effects of process parameters on the temperature variations at the interface of adjacent layers and how they define the strength of the fabricated parts. They designed tube-shaped samples of rectangular cross-sections. Alongside the mechanical characterizations, the average temperature distribution on the sample surface was recorded using an IR camera (the FLIR tool).

Lepoivre et al. [56] studied the heat transfer and adhesion of the 3D-printed parts by designing a vertical wall as a basis of their work. They used an IR camera to record the temperature profile of filaments experimentally and COMSOL® software to solve the 2D transient heat transfer model. A good agreement was obtained between the experimental and numerical results. Figure 10 briefly shows the experimental set-up, model representation, IR camera thermogram, and the corresponding results.
Basgul et al. [118] proposed a non-isothermal healing model for interfacial strength by developing a 1D heat transfer model. They experimentally measured the temperature profile of a vertical wall utilizing an IR camera and compare the predicted results (Figure 11). Despite the obtained results from the model regarding the degree of healing, a poor agreement was observed through their experimental validations.

Figure 11. Experimental set-up showing the thermogram of the printed part and the location of the fixed points (reprinted with permission from [118]).

A summary of the in-process monitoring of temperature profiles using an IR camera is presented in Table 2.
### Table 2. Summary of in-process monitoring of temperature profile using IR camera.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Illustration</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infrared thermography of welding zone, in-process monitoring of temperature profile</td>
<td>- Sudden drop in temperature profile&lt;br&gt;- Quick decrease in estimated weld temperature</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="" /></td>
<td>[69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared thermography of filaments’ temperature history at their interfaces</td>
<td>- 13% difference in FEM and experimental results&lt;br&gt;- Longest thermal diffusion at specific parameters</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="" /></td>
<td>[110]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal analysis of large-scale thermoplastic polymer composites</td>
<td>- Excellent agreement of FDM heat transfer model and experiment results&lt;br&gt;- Temperature of the top layer: indicator for degree of warping and cracking</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="" /></td>
<td>[112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weld formation during FFF</td>
<td>- Developing of a framework including thermal history and mechanical properties</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="" /></td>
<td>[111]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filament temperature distribution in the stand-off gap between liquefier and platform</td>
<td>- Good agreement of modeling and experimental data&lt;br&gt;- Developing a framework of heat transfer and process optimization</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="" /></td>
<td>[113]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of temperature field on mechanical strength</td>
<td>- Platform temperature affects the cooling and re-heating&lt;br&gt;- Radiation should be considered in temperature investigations&lt;br&gt;- Presence of voids affect the cooling and re-heating</td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="" /></td>
<td>[114]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Illustration</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of thermal properties of 3D spacer</td>
<td>- Air gap can increase insulation efficiency</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>[119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature and residual stress modeling</td>
<td>- Temperature difference in simulation and experimental: &lt;5%</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>[115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Stress variation as a result of decrease in temperature</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of forced-air cooling</td>
<td>- The higher the air flow, the lower the mechanical strength</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>[120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermography-based in-process monitoring of temperature profile</td>
<td>- Poor agreement of obtained results from model and experimental recorded data</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>[116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of temperature-related parameters on strength of 3D-printed parts</td>
<td>- Temperature plays an important role on inter-layer bonding</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>[117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat transfer and adhesion study</td>
<td>- Good agreement of recorded and predicted temperature profile</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>[56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Obtained results are the basis for coalescence phenomena</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat transfer and interfacial bonding strength</td>
<td>- Upper deposited layers show higher temperature</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>[118]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Liquefier temperature have significance effect on layer healing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Good agreement between results of model and experimental recorded data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.2. Local Temperature Recording at the Interfaces of Adjacent Layers

The in-process monitoring of the temperature profile should be sufficiently precise and quick in order to track the filament cooling and re-heating peaks arising from the contact between freshly and previously deposited filaments [81,84].

For this reason, Kousiatza and Karalekas [121] investigated in real-time the strain and temperature profile during the fabrication process in FFF by integrating fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors. The analysis of their recordings shows that the solidification-induced strain levels and the temperature variations are strongly affected by the position of the sample concerning the building platform. They continued developing their work by proposing an experimental and numerical study toward recording the filament’s temperature during deposition [122]. Comparing the recorded data and predicted results, they found a good agreement (Figure 12). In addition, the obtained peak values express the usefulness of the local measurements.

Yin et al. [123] studied the interfacial bonding during a multi-material deposition in FFF by focusing on the interfacial temperature profiles. They measured the temperature evolution experimentally by adding K-type thermocouples into the layers and validated the obtained results using a 3D transient heat transfer model. A comparison through their results indicated a good agreement with a high difference in the onset of the peaks.

![Figure 12. Schematic representation of location of the thermocouples and the experimental–numerical obtained temperature values (reprinted with permission from [122]).](image-url)
Xu et al. [124] analyzed the temperature evolution of filaments during the fabrication of a thin wall by adding T-type thermocouples. They have also validated their results using a previously developed model [125]. A good agreement was obtained between the recorded data and the numerical simulation; however, the pause while locating the thermocouples was an opposing point of view in this approach.

Vanaei et al. [126] proposed a set-up covering the local in-process monitoring of the temperature profile during the fabrication of a thin wall. They employed very small K-type thermocouples (d = 80 µm) and measured the temperature variation locally without pausing the process (see Figure 13a for a schematic representation of their set-up). They showed a very good agreement between the experimentally recorded data and the predicted results. To be more precise, the onset, relative magnitude, and breadth of the several temperature peaks have been well captured by the proposed approach (Figure 13b).

A thorough investigation of the in-process monitoring of the temperature profile during FFF has been realized in this section. Table 3 briefly summarizes the discussed studies on both the local and global in-process monitoring of temperature profiles.

Table 3. Summary of in-process monitoring of temperature profile approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>Simultaneous monitoring of temperature and strain using fiber Bragg grating sensor</td>
<td>Process optimization by correlation of temperature and residual stress</td>
<td>[121]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>Obtaining weld temperatures using the temperature profile of printed layers</td>
<td>Correlation of recorded temperature profile to relaxation time and viscosity</td>
<td>[69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>Measuring the temperature profile of deposited layers</td>
<td>High difference between the model and recorded results</td>
<td>[110]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF-ABS</td>
<td>Measuring the thermal evolution of composite</td>
<td>Evaluation of thermal stress evolution, warping, and fracture initiation</td>
<td>[112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>Using K-type thermocouples</td>
<td>Good agreement with the developed model</td>
<td>[122]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>Using thermal history in rheology</td>
<td>Optimization of inter-layer strength and development of new materials</td>
<td>[111]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPU-ABS</td>
<td>Using K-type thermocouples for implementation on interfacial bonding</td>
<td>Understanding of interfacial bonding mechanism to improve the mechanical properties</td>
<td>[123]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>Using IR-camera for temperature recording</td>
<td>Different cooling rates in different sections correspond to its mechanical properties</td>
<td>[114]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>Using IR-camera for temperature recording</td>
<td>Evaluation of thermal properties of 3D spacer technical material</td>
<td>[119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA12</td>
<td>Using IR-camera as a part of thermo-mechanical analysis of printed parts</td>
<td>Modeling of temperature variation and residual stress (5%)</td>
<td>[115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>Infrared-based setup (IR-camera)</td>
<td>Correlation of temperature profile with bond length</td>
<td>[116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>Measuring surface temperature of the printed samples</td>
<td>Temperature recording permits the strength approximation of the interlayer bonding of the material</td>
<td>[117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS-PEEK</td>
<td>Prediction of adhesion using the recorded temperature profile of deposited layers using IR-camera</td>
<td>Implementing the obtained results in rheological characteristics</td>
<td>[56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>Using T-type thermocouples for temperature recordings</td>
<td>Developing a model using the obtained results for prediction of bonding quality</td>
<td>[124]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEEK</td>
<td>Using IR-camera for temperature recording in non-isothermal healing model for interfacial bonding</td>
<td>Liquefier temperature has high impact on layer healing, with 100% healing at high platform temperature</td>
<td>[118]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Advantages and Limitations of Implemented Approaches

As expressed, local and global in-process temperature monitoring have their advantages and limitations [110]. An IR camera has a limited scan quality in complex geometries, while thermocouples could be fixed to a limited number of points of a geometry [84,127]. With reference to the variety of research in real-time monitoring, particular attention has been paid by Vanaei et al. [128] to carrying out a thorough experimental comparison of the mentioned techniques. As shown in Figure 14a, a schematic representation of the set-up consists of assembling two techniques together: employing K-type thermocouples (d = 80 µm) and an IR camera simultaneously. The obtained results from both approaches with the same conditions, same fixed points of measurement, and being performed simultaneously illustrate the importance of the proposed roadmap. The temperature peaks that the IR camera has recorded were highly overestimated in comparison with the recorded data by K-type thermocouples (Figure 14b). For this reason, the interval of peaks between the two approaches, plotted as contours for corresponding layers, affirm the nature of each measurement technique (Figure 14c).

Given the above-mentioned observations and the presented studies, the advantages and limitations of these approaches have been summarized in Table 4.
Figure 14. Representation of (a) experimental set-up, (b) global–local temperature profile at specific points, and (c) temperature contour of the peak values (reprinted with permission from [128]).
Table 4. Summary of in-process monitoring of temperature profile approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global approach</td>
<td>- Capable of temperature recording in complex geometry</td>
<td>- Temperature profile on surface of adjacent filaments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Incapable of recording the temperature at the interface of adjacent filaments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Over-estimation of recorded data due to the existence of other heat sources (e.g., radiation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local approach</td>
<td>- Temperature profile at interface of adjacent filaments</td>
<td>- Incapable of temperature recording in complex geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Useful for welding inter-layer bonding prediction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Useful for prediction of rheological predictions (e.g., non-isotherm viscosity)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Useful data for validation of predictive models for further objectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Summary and Conclusions

FFF unlocks alternative possibilities for the production of complex geometries. In this process, the layer-by-layer deposition mechanism and several heat sources make it a thermally driven process. As heat transfer plays a particular role and determines the temperature history of the merging filaments, the in-process monitoring of the temperature profile guarantees the optimization purposes and thus the part quality improvement.

This review paper summarized the most attractive research on the in-process monitoring of temperature profiles. Detective devices play an essential role through the prosperity of the in-process monitoring of temperature profiles. IR cameras and thermocouples are the most common techniques for this purpose and have attracted much attention from researchers. Furthermore, model-based approaches have also taken a significant role in this regard. We placed special emphasis on highlighting the local and global in-process monitoring techniques in order to carry out their findings and provide an overall comparison between them.

With reference to both experimental and numerical efforts, significant progress has resulted from the in-process monitoring of temperature profiles. However, it was found that a precise approach is still required to be developed for the monitoring of the temperature profile and, consequently, for optimization purposes.
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